Abstract Objective: To configure and validate a novel prostate disease nomogram providing prostate biopsy outcome probabilities from a prospective study correlating clinical indicators and diagnostic parameters among Filipino adult male with elevated serum total prostate specific antigen (PSA) level. Methods: All men with an elevated serum total PSA underwent initial prostate biopsy at our institution from January 2011 to August 2014 were included. Clinical indicators, diagnostic parameters, which include PSA level and PSA-derivatives, were collected as predictive factors for biopsy outcome. Multiple logistic-regression analysis involving a backward elimination selection procedure was used to select independent predictors. A nomogram was developed to calculate the probability of the biopsy outcomes. External validation of the nomogram was performed using separate data set from another center for determination of sensitivity and specificity. A receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve was used to assess the accuracy in predicting differential biopsy outcome. 
Introduction
Recently, controversy has arisen regarding whether early detection of prostate cancer through prostate specific antigen (PSA) screening is actually beneficial or not [1] . This is so because it was known that most patients with indolent cancer may not die from it within 15 years [2] . Clinicians started to realize that the drawbacks of screening for prostate cancer with PSA alone may lead to overdetection and consequently may expose men to further intensive diagnostic screening and invasive management strategies affecting quality of life [3] . Thus, there is realization that PSA alone is not sufficient enough to justify the appropriateness of a full evaluation for prostate cancer (i.e., biopsy). There are several other clinical indicators, identified risk factors, and PSA derivatives that help increase differentiation between malignant and benign prostatic conditions, such as age, family history, race, body mass index (BMI), prior prostatitis, medications, abnormal digital rectal examination, heterogenic echo lesion on transrectal ultrasound, agespecific PSA, PSA density (PSAD), PSA velocity, and free PSA percentage [4, 5] .
With the advent of evidence-based medicine, bias-free prediction models such as nomogram has started to emerge in aiding clinical decision making. A nomogram is able to quantify probability of the event of interest by multivariate analysis of combined contribution of identified risk factors and clinical parameters [6] . Currently, several existing models were developed to predict positive prostate biopsy among men undergoing evaluation for prostate cancer [7] ; however, these models were only able to provide prostate cancer probability, and cannot differentiate probability for clinically significant prostate cancer versus differential benign conditions. Hence, the objective of this study is to configure and validate a novel prostate disease nomogram providing prostate biopsy outcome probabilities from a prospective study correlating clinical indicators among Filipino adult male with elevated PSA.
Material and methods

Data source
This is a cross-sectional study prospectively collected data from all patients who had their first transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) prostate biopsy at a tertiary medical center from January 2011eAugust 2014. The protocol of this study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Scientific Review Board (ISRB), Institutional Ethics Review Board (IERB), and registered at www.Clinicaltrial.gov (Identifier: NCT01826617).
Two datasets were collected uniformly for the purpose of building a clinical care prostate biopsy database in two separate institutional prostate centers. The data acquired from the main center was used to generate the nomogram, while dataset from the other center with similar biopsy protocol was used as external validation data source. Included data for analysis for the purpose of nomogram development were Filipino patients, who have PSA-based indications for prostate biopsy (elevated serum total PSA level >4.0 ng/mL) and gave consent for inclusion of their data into the data bank. Dataset excluded were information from non-Filipino patients, incomplete data due to patients' refusal to provide required information, patients taking Finasteride or Dutasteride, PSA obtained outside the involved institutions, past history of prior biopsy, PSA greater than 40 ng/mL, equivocal biopsy results with no confirmatory immunohistopathologic staining (includes atypical small acinar proliferation and high grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia) or non-adenocarcinoma that Gleason score is not applicable (i.e., lymphoma).
Clinical information
The clinical information gathered includes: (a) Identified risk factors (age, family history, race, BMI, prior prostatitis), (b) Clinical indicators of prostatic diseases (abnormal digital rectal examination, heterogenic echoic lesion on transrectal ultrasound), and (c) PSA (in ng/mL) and its derivatives (age-specific PSA classification was based from a previous race specific determination study [8] , PSAD, PSA velocity). Basic demographic data such as patient's height and weight were measured using standard weighing scale (Detecto 439 Mechanical Scale with Height rod, Webb City, MO, USA). A urologist member of the team performed digital rectal exam (DRE) on all patients before or after the TRUS. Serum total PSA level was measured at the Institute of Pathology using "Siemens ADVIA Centaur Free PSA and PSA" (Seimens Healthcare Diagnostics, Sacramento, CA, USA) within 1 month before the prostate biopsy. Prior to prostate biopsy, the prostate was scanned using a biplanar 7.5 MHz probe (GE Medical Systems Kretz Ultrasound, Zipf, Austria). Prostate volume was measured by a radiology technician (member of the staff team) of the center using the transverse and sagittal planes with the standard equation of measurement for ellipsoid [width (w) Â height (h) Â length (l) Â 0.523].
All prostate biopsies were uniformly-required 12 cores (extended scheme) or more prostate tissue strips under ultrasound guidance with Fr 18 25 cm biopsy device (Bard Urological, Covington, GA, USA). The technique was performed systematically to cover lateral and medial aspects of the apex, midgland, and base of the right and left prostate lobes. Two additional biopsies were obtained from suspected areas seen on ultrasound.
All acquired specimens were placed in a formalin-filled container and sent for histopathologic examination. They were all examined by at least two board-certified pathologists at the Institute of Pathology to determine the presence of inflammation (chronic prostatitis), other disease entity, or carcinoma (if positive for carcinoma, reading include grade using Gleason score, cancer length in biopsy specimen, percentage of cancer involvement). All the pathologists were blinded from the clinical indicators of the patients. In the event of inconclusive results, specimens were further subjected to immunohistostaining for a definitive conclusion. At least two pathologists were required to release the final report. Data collection and extraction used a pre-tested and standardized form. All collected forms were submitted to a third party clinical information management center for encoding and preliminary analysis of incidence and prevalence. Additional analyses were sent to a third party statistician for validation and reliability check.
Statistical analysis
Mean and SD were calculated for age, BMI, prostate volume, total PSA, PSA velocity and PSAD, count and percentage were calculated for abnormal age-specific PSA, family history, hypertension, diabetes, smoking, alcoholic beverage drinking, prior antibiotic intake for prostatitis, DRE findings, and TRUS echogenicity. Both univariate and multivariate logistic regression analysis were used to examine the association between predictive variables and biopsy outcomes (prostate cancer, high Gleason prostate cancer, chronic prostatitis, and BPH). Adjusted odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated. Using a backward model-selection procedure, the final model for prediction was conducted. Beta-coefficients of significant variables and slope for equation model were determined. Based on the final model, the estimated probability for each differential biopsy outcome were calculated, a nomogram was then developed into an electronic tool. In brief, the development method was that the regression coefficients representing the strengths of correlation were proportionately transferred to equation function in Excel program; upon which they can be linked to corresponding points and summed to a total estimated probability of a biopsy outcome. Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to assess the ability to discriminate as well as evaluate the corresponding accuracy by the different models (PSA level only vs. nomogram). The models were also externally validated using the validation set collected from another prostate center as described earlier. SPSS 17.0.1 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and Microsoft Office Excel 2007 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) were used for all statistical analyses. All statistics considered significant were at the level of 0.05.
Results
A total of 552 patients were referred to our institution for initial prostate biopsy. Among the included eligible patients, 191 (34.6%) patients had benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and 165 (29.9%) had prostatitis, particularly chronic type. The remaining 196 patients (35.5%) had prostate adenocarcinoma. Number of patients according to Gleason scoring classification of the prostate cancer !8, 7 and 6, were 82 (41.8%), 66 (33.7%), and 48 (24.5%), respectively.
The summary of patient characteristics, clinical parameters and PSA derivatives were described in Table 1 . ANOVA test revealed a significant statistical difference in age, BMI, PSA level, PSAD, and PSA velocity between different group histopathologic outcomes. Prostate gland size was the only variable with no noted significant difference. With the Chisquare analysis of categorical parameters, a significant difference was noted on the variables of abnormal agespecific PSA, positive family history of prostate cancer, abnormal digital rectal exam, and heterogenic echogeneticity noted in TRUS.
The multivariate logistic regression analysis determined the variables included for equation in predicting probability of prostate cancer, high Gleason score (!7) prostate cancer, BPH and chronic prostatitis were described in Tables 2e5, respectively. Most significant variables in predicting both prostate cancer and high Gleason prostate cancer were positive family history, abnormal DRE, and elevated PSA density. Significant predictors for BPH and chronic prostatitis were prior antibiotic intake for prostatitis, alcoholic beverage drinker, smoker, and heterogenous echoes in TRUS.
An electronic version of nomogram was constructed based on the determined significant associated variables and beta-coefficient values derived from multivariate logistic regression (Fig. 1) . The parameters were requested in this electronic calculator, and corresponding probabilities of the biopsy outcome will be revealed.
The nomogram accuracies in predicting the described conditions were evaluated by comparing the predicted and actual probabilities of conditions in the validation set. The validation set consists of a total of 66 patients from another center. Table 6 describes the comparability of the group characteristics and proportion of biopsy outcome conditions with the main group population.
The cut-off values set for each biopsy outcome and their corresponding sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative likelihood ratios were described in Table 7 . The recommended threshold for prostate biopsy in predicted prostate cancer probability is 46% with 73% sensitivity and 80% specificity; while the threshold for biopsy in predicted high Gleason cancer probability is 28% with 90% sensitivity and 77% specificity.
As described in Table 8 , the accuracy of diagnosing prostate cancer by the developed nomogram-based cut-off was better than solely relying on PSA level either at the internationally accepted cut-off of 4 ng/mL or the locally determined cut-off for Filipino populations at 6.7 ng/mL. Likewise, the ROC determined area under the curve (AUC) for the nomogram in diagnosing prostate cancer was high at 0.804 which is better than the PSA level based AUC of 0.688 ( Fig. 2A and B) . The novel nomogram was even better in diagnosing high Gleason prostate cancer with the AUC of 0.902 (Fig. 2C ).
Discussion
For the past few decades, widespread use of PSA screening has increased early detection of prostate cancer, but particularly that of the indolent prostate cancer (Gleason score <7 or cancer volume <5 mL) [9] . Issues have emerged regarding harms brought about by PSA-indicated prostate biopsy because since increased serum PSA level is not specific for prostate cancer. Because of low specificity of the PSA level in the detection of prostate cancer, patients suspected of having this disease using PSA screening usually receive an unnecessary biopsy which is an invasive procedure with accompanying potential complications [10] .
It is apparent that the elevation of PSA can be caused by various non-malignant conditions of the prostate such as BPH and prostatitis [11] . Discriminating prostate cancer from benign condition, particularly in the intermediate PSA range of 4e10 ng/mL is difficult [12] . In our dataset, among patients with established PSA-based indications for biopsy (such as elevated PSA or abnormal age-specific PSA level), only 35.5% actually have prostate cancer and 65% have benign conditions (BPH and chronic prostatitis). In fact, only 15% of the patients were with high Gleason Score prostate cancer that will benefit from further management. Therefore, there is a pressing need to pursue an optimal approach in reducing prostate cancer over-diagnosis and over-treatment as well as lessening their associated morbidities.
The traditional cut-off for an abnormal PSA level in the major screening studies has been 4.0 ng/mL though the sensitivity has been reported as being between 67% and 80% with a low specificity of only 20%e30% [13, 14] . When the PSA level of 4 ng/mL was used in our validation dataset, (21) 16 (20) 18 (27) 12 (25) 39 (20) 50 ( (20) 15 (18) 14 (21) 9 (19) 36 (19) 48 (29) 0.958
Alcoholic beverage drinker b 135 (25) 18 (22) 15 (23) 11 (23) 58 (30) 45 (27) 0.877
With prior antibiotic drinker b 133 (24) 19 (23) 13 (20) 17 (35) 61 (32) 30 (18) 0.246
Abnormal digital rectal exam b 103 (19) 57 (70) 18 (27) 6 (13) 13 (7) 16 (10) <0.001
Heterogenic echogenecity on TRUS b 151 (27) 33 (40) 11 (17) 13 (27) 24 (13) 104 ( PCa, prostate cancer; BMI, body mass index; PSA, prostate specific antigen; TRUS, transrectal ultrasound; PSAD, PSA density; BPH, benign prostatic hyperplasia.
the sensitivity was 96%, however with a severely low specificity of 10.4%. There were several previous local studies that also suggest increasing PSA level cut-off between 6.8 and 8.0 ng/mL specified for Filipino population. However, due to their small sample size and inadequate method of statistical interpolation, increasing the PSA level threshold was not widely adapted [15, 16] . With the available dataset at hand, this study was able to generate a better PSA level cut-off specific for Filipino population from the ROC derived new cut-off value of 6.7 ng/mL, which compared to traditional cut-off of 4 ng/mL, has better specificity of 54% while not compromising the sensitivity at 80%. Several attempts were made in applying PSA derivatives and PSA composites in increasing the accuracy of prostate cancer detection. Specifically, the percent free PSA was being mentioned to have highest accuracy (sensitivity 70.8% and specificity 67.4%) [14] . However, in the local setting, percent free PSA determination was considered expensive given that both free PSA and total PSA must be requested at one instance to determine the percent free PSA. In this study, it is not included as an additional parameter due to its low utilitization among urologist, leading to insufficient data for inference. In the development of this nomogram, the readily available PSA derivatives of PSA density and PSA velocity were included instead of percent free PSA. Studies have shown that PSA density and PSA velocity when used in combination improves the sensitivity to 85.8% and specificity 45.3%. In the multivariate analysis both parameters significantly contributes in the predictive equation for both prostate cancer and high Gleason score prostate cancer. A reliable nomogram that can accurately predict and differentiate the presence of aggressive prostate cancer from indolent or benign conditions would be useful for urologist and patients to make decisions. In the current dataset for nomogram development, multivariate analysis also depicted that presence of family history is a predominant variable predicting biopsy outcome of prostate cancer and high Gleason score prostate cancer. This finding was consistent to a recent study by Saarimäki et al. [17] , who postulated that positive family history is particularly a strong indicator for presence or development of high Gleason prostate cancer among Finnish males who underwent screening [16] .
This study was the first study that was able to predict and differentiate prostate biopsy outcome into high Gleason score prostate cancer and differential benign conditions such as BPH and chronic prostatitis. Likewise, this is the first to take into account several established risk factors, clinical parameters and PSA derivatives into the modeling of a nomogram. In this study, the adequacy of sample size of 552 and the ideal proportion of the prostate biopsy outcome into 1:1:1 (prostate cancer:BPH:chronic prostatitis) was suitable for developing a bias-free nomogram. The concordance of TRUS prostate biopsy histopathology and final prostatectomy histopathology was also well studied in our institution. According to a recent study by Bascuna et al. [18] , an 80% concordance rate was established, which makes the biopsy reading in our institution an excellent standard as surrogate for prostatectomy histopathologic outcome. The main advantage of this electronic nomogram tool is that clinicians can assess risk of prostate cancer versus benign conditions in an individual. On the basis of this differentiation, evaluation and management decisions will be facilitated. For instance, if the nomogram predicts a low chance for having aggressive prostate cancer for an older patient with a high PSA level, and points to a chronic prostatitis (Fig. 1) , it would be reasonable for the patient to forego a biopsy. The exact probability cut-off for undergoing or foregoing a biopsy would be left with the treating physician and patient. This shared decisionmaking should be individualized. Although a list of sensitivities and specificities has been provided based on various probability cut-offs for each biopsy outcome, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , the AUC 0.804 and 0.902 of this nomogram in diagnosing prostate cancer and high Gleason prostate cancer is way better than utilizing the PSA level alone (either the standard 4.0 ng/mL or 6.7 ng/mL specific for Filipino population); likewise, it has better accuracy than other Asian-based nomogram with AUC ranging from 0.72 to 0.88 [19e24] .
This study reflected a center-based screening population. Nonetheless, it was able to describe an external validation for its accuracy, albeit limited to only one other center. It is imperative for other centers to confirm and validate the present findings. A multi-institutional study is strongly recommended. Still, the instrument that was formulated in the study contributed important information for urologists and patients in assessing an individual's risk for prostate cancer and provided aid on how to further proceed after such an assessment. The tool is made available to the general public for free.
Conclusion
This study configured and validated a novel nomogram intended for Filipino males with elevated serum total PSA level. The nomogram based on routinely available clinical parameters and PSA derivatives provides high predictive accuracy with good performance characteristics in predicting the prostate biopsy outcome such as presence of prostate cancer, high Gleason score prostate cancer, BPH, and chronic prostatitis.
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